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Discussion resurfaced periodically during the last two decades to bring those tournaments in line with the
other MHSAA sports. This resulted in the Representative Council adopting four equal divisions for baseball
and softball, four equal divisions for boys and girls tennis, four equal divisions for boys soccer and three equal
divisions for girls soccer, effective with the school year. Member schools were asked to consider a pair of
options in November of  Good things came of the previous most-recent switches in  In the sports of boys and
girls basketball, and girls volleyball, the number of schools sponsoring the sports were so close to the overall
membership of the MHSAA that divisions were not necessary; the enrollment breakdowns themselves were
enough to delineate equal opportunity for tournament success. Any election under this Section must be made
at the beginning of a two-year cycle and is effective for that two-year cycle. Section 3 â€”Classification
Election. Class AA and Class A1 are the divisions for the schools with the largest student enrollments. One
such appeal could have led to a rearranging of two tournaments on the eve of sectionals. The opposition was
most intense in soccer because of the number of students needed to field a team and the physical nature of the
sport. The topic continues to create a buzz in Class D schools across both peninsulas, and likely will do into
the start of school this fall. What did this do for the Class D holdovers staying in the traditional player game?
With the pendulum swinging well past center by the late s, coaches associations, MHSAA sport committees,
tournament managers and school administrators began discussion and offered proposals to correct what many
believed had become a flawed system of MHSAA tournament classification. Instead, the Council discussed
and voted on each proposal that had been presented from sport committees. MHSAA tournament mangers
looked to equal divisions to more closely equalize the number of schools in District or Regional Tournaments
and to better equalize the length of day required for these rounds of tournaments, both for management and
participating teams and individuals. There is much to be decided to be sure; but as those in education are well
aware, history is the best teacher. Before this May, that is. Following is a history lesson, with a little advanced
division thrown in. It appears that Munno expects less help each passing day. I reached out," Munno said.


